
INDIA DRS REVIEWS 

LEGEND

Red: Umpire's Decision Challenged, STRUCK DOWN

Green: Thought about Challenge but DID NOT REVIEW

Black: Umpire's Decision Challenged, UPHELD

Orange: Exhausted the Reviews and Could Not Challenge. OUT IF REVIEWED

Blue: Wanted to Challenge, Ran Out of Time 

All Ball-by-Ball Commentary Used Here from ESPNcricinfo 

INDIA V ENGLAND 1st Test Rajkot

1st innings

62.5
Yadav to Root, no run, that looks close, and Dharmasena says not out. Full, swinging in, and Kohli 
reviews. Root's head falls over while trying to work the ball into the leg side, and the ball goes past his 
inside edge and hits pad in front of middle and leg. Was that hitting leg stump or going down? Looks 
very close to me. No inside-edge. Let's see what ball-tracking says. It says umpire's call, clipping the 
outside of leg stump, and Root is a lucky, lucky boy.

82.6
Yadav to Stokes, no run, ooh, that's some monster bounce and late reverse away from the left-hander. 
Excellent delivery, Stokes is beaten going for the back-foot punch away from his body. Umesh wants 
to review, but Kohli doesn't. There really didn't seem to be an edge there

2nd innings 
1.3
Jadeja to Cook, no run, very excited lbw appeal from Jadeja, as the ball spins in to hit the pad, similar 
to the first innings but Gaffaney shakes his head this time. India decide not to review, mindful that's 
Cook's dismissal in the first innings was ultimately shown to have not been hitting by Hawk-Eye

12.2
Ashwin to Hameed, no run, has he pinned him again? Ashwin slides the ball past Hameed's bat to hit 
the back leg, as in the first innings... but maybe too high? India decline to review

27.5
Ashwin to Hameed, no run, big spin as Hameed pads deliberately. Struck him outside the line, I think, 
but that doesn't matter since he didn't attempt a shot. Not given by Gaffaney, and Kohli has reviewed. 
Pitched wide outside off, loads of sidespin on that. Puff of dust as it turns back a la Murali. Let's see 
what ball-tracking says... missing off stump.

48.6



Yadav to Hameed, no run, an appeal for lbw, not given by umpire Dharmasena. Looked like it was 
slanting down leg. Kohli decides against a review. Pretty full and swerves back into the right-hander, 
who plays across his front pad and falls over. It was heading down with the angle from over the wicket.
Ultraedge picks up a spike. Inside-edged onto the pad. In any case, it was missing the stumps

72.3
Yadav to Cook, no run, pitched up outside off and Cook has a woolly woof, Umesh and Saha go up... 
and Kohli, who was convinced of an edge, opts to review. Seems like there was a sound but replays 
quickly show daylight between ball and outside edge, so the on-field decision remains and India have 
no more reviews

INDIA V ENGLAND 2nd Test Vishakapatnam

1st innings

16.1
Jadeja to Root, no run, a big appeal first ball, but looks to be slanting down leg side. They decide not to
review. Round the wicket, pitches around middle but probably didn't straighten enough

30.2
Jadeja to Root, no run, big appeal for lbw, Root playing around his front pad, they are pondering a 
review but decide against it. Heading leg side

34.2
J Yadav to Ali, OUT, down the wicket to defend. Jayant wants a review. They ask for a review. 
Moeen down the wicket with no intention of hitting it. The pad comes in the way. Definitely pad first. 
Ball pitches off, hits him middle and the projection shows it to be hitting leg. What a sensational review
from Jayant Yadav on debut. I thought it would return umpire's call on leg stump, but Jayant had it spot
on

MM Ali lbw b J Yadav 1 (28m 21b 0x4 0x6) SR: 4.76

43.2
Jadeja to Stokes, no run, big big appeal from Jadeja and he has called for the review after Stokes has 
been ruled not out on the field. Saha is not excited either. Jadeja insists, Kohli obliges, but the replay 
shows the sound has come from the bat hitting the boot. Natural variation nonetheless

50.1
Ashwin to Bairstow, 1 run, and he wants a review first ball! Bairstow went for the sweep, the ball was 
certainly pretty straight. But it looks like it's come off the glove...Aswhin was convinced and was 
calling for the review straightaway. Where was the keeper in all that?

SECOND Innings 

45.5
Jadeja to Cook, 1 leg bye, quicker, sharper, turning into the pads, called not-out, and after a long 
chat Kohli calls for the review. This has turned a long way from the rough and from short of a length. 
Beats the inside edge as Cook moves too far across. Is hit in front of middle. The projection shows the 
umpire's call on clipping leg. So the on-field decision stays

46.4



Ashwin to Cook, no run, and there is another review. Not-out on the field again. Ashwin has insisted 
pad first, and has willed the team to review this not-out call. And India lose another review. This has 
dipped and pitched just outside off, and there is an umpire's call on impact with the pad. And because it
hasn't turned the ball is going on to hit the stumps. India don't have a review left now

97.3
J Yadav to Anderson, OUT, we have another review. This time by India. Anderson given not out as 
this strikes the pad. No edge involved. Perhaps not straightening quite enough. We shall see. It's hitting 
enough of leg stump to be three reds and that's it! Anderson bags a king pair to end the Test. Jayant 
closes it with two in two balls

JM Anderson lbw b J Yadav 0 (1m 1b 0x4 0x6) SR: 0.00

INDIA V ENGLAND  3rd Test Mohali

1st innings

71.1
Mohammed Shami to Woakes, 1 leg bye, big appeal! This one jags back into the pads, struck him high,
but they aren't tempted to review. That was probably umpire's call, but Kohli keeps his cards close to 
his chest

76.2
Jadeja to Bairstow, no run, give not out on the field, and India will review it. Jadeja accurate as 
always, and this one doesn't turn after pitching within the stumps. No inside edge, and it hits the front 
pad. The inside part of the front pad. It has hit in front of leg, and is missing the stumps with the angle

second innings

8.6

Jadeja to Cook, no run, huge appeal! Cook is caught on the crease and India review! Given not out 
initially by Marais Erasmus, was it sliding down leg? Looked pretty adjacent to me, on first viewing ... 
Hawkeye is taking an age ... an eternity in fact ... the tension is palpable ... or is it boredom? I think 
they are drawing the ball tracker by hand ... here we go ... and it is missing!

37.1

Ashwin to Stokes, OUT, big appeal first ball as he squares him up. And Kohli has reviewed this. 
Given not-out on the field. India have pulled one out of the hat. The review has worked, and the big 
wicket of Stokes is in the bag. This is pitched middle and off, Stokes is squared up by the turn, and is 
hit in front of off. The projection shows hitting the top of off

BA Stokes lbw b Ashwin 5 (20m 19b 1x4 0x6) SR: 26.31

82.3

UT Yadav to Hameed, no run, big appeal for a catch down the leg side as Umesh pushes this short of a 
length and into the body. Hameed looks to work this fine. There is a bit of a click as it passes him but 
the ball is away from him. They decide not to review. Rightly so

85.4

Mohammed Shami to Hameed, no run, looks for another hook. This time from outside off. The ball 
beats the top edge. Half an appeal from the slips for a catch and they have reviewed the not-out 
decision. Replay show day light between bat and ball



INDIA V ENGLAND 4th Test Mumbai

6.3
Kumar to Jennings, no run, big appeal for lbw as Jennings comes forward. Was it pad first? Kohli 
has reviewed. Has Jennings got himself outside the line? Looks that way on the first replay. Good 
stride in. Certainly pad first. Umpire's call on impact.

79.6
J Yadav to Stokes, no run, phew, turns and bounces. India review. It's the last ball before reviews are 
available again, so why not? Flat delivery outside off, the ball spits and bounces past the outside edge. 
Absolutely nothing from bat. The best bad review I've seen

90.3
Jadeja to Stokes, no run, Jadeja is persistent. Parthiv not so much. Kohli is forced to go for the 
review. . Quick delivery from Jadeja, full outside off, the ball spins back in and beats Stokes on the 
inside edge. Strikes him in front of off. No bat. No spike. Umpire's call on impact. Two reds, one 
orange, but all green for Stokes. Was that a good review? Not a bad decision at all, especially with the 
evidence of turn in this surface.

96.6
Ashwin to Stokes, OUT, they are all up for an edge to slip! Given not out. Kohli reviews. More sharp 
turn. Like a little like his dismissal in Mohali. Yes, there's an edge here by the looks of it. Then it clips 
the keeper on the way to slip. Although the bat also hits the ground, could that be what makes the 
sound? But third umpire happy it's conclusive evidence a nick. Stokes isn't happy. He felt the bat 
hitting the ground

BA Stokes c Kohli b Ashwin 31 (99m 92b 3x4 0x6) SR: 33.69

101.6
Jadeja to Buttler, no run, huge appeal for lbw! Given not out by Erasmus. This skids on quickly and 
takes Buttler on the back pad as he goes deep in his crease. At the last moment Kohli reviews. He's a 
long way back in the crease. This will be reasonably close. Umpire's call on shaving leg stump

SECOND INNINGS 

12.4
Ashwin to Root, no run, another huge appeal. India are convinced, and Kohli chooses to 
review. Root shakes his head with a smile, Kohli has a few words with him too. No bat at all. Flat 
delivery on off and middle, the ball spins back in and lobs up to the keeper. A good call from umpire 
Erasmus. The lbw? Spinning way past leg.

30.3
J Yadav to Root, no run, huge appeal for a catch at short leg! Root was down the pitch, went for a flick,
looped to the catcher. Given not out by Erasmus. Kohli declines the review. Replay shows no edge

30.6
J Yadav to Root, no run, and now an appeal for lbw. He was caught on the back foot, ball spinning 
back and, at the last moment, Kohli reviews. Certainly a long way back in the crease. Jayant convinced
his captain. Not bat involved. Maybe height. Yes, going over the stumps



Next 50 overs, no reviews for India on a difficult pitch. Should have saved them for any howlers!"

48.2
Jadeja to Bairstow, no run, big appeal for lbw as this delivery takes the front pad, but it was angling 
towards leg stump...India have no reviews left

INDIA V ENGLAND  5th Test Chennai

8.3
Jadeja to Cook, no run, big big appeal. No, says umpire Erasmus. Kohli has a chat with Jadeja, and 
then chooses to go for it. But he has taken too long. Flat delivery on middle, the ball spins back in and
beats Cook on the inside edge. Struck him in front of middle, maybe too much spin? Yea, missing the 
stumps completely

13.5
Yadav to Root, no run, very close if there's no bat. India don't review. Full on middle and leg, the ball
nips back in and hits Root on the front pad, then the back. No bat. Maybe umpire's call at best? Looked 
close though

33.4
Jadeja to Ali, no run, again sends the ball scudding into the front pad... and this time India review, 
Jadeja was adamant but it seemed as if Parthiv Patel was against taking a punt. In the end, Kohli does 
but it is wasted, as this was clearly outside the line of off. Only clipping the top of leg stump, too. Hard 
to get an lbw on review from that angle

54.3
Jadeja to Root, OUT, big appeal from Jadeja. Kohli thinks and thinks and reviews. So much doubt in
the review decision. Flat and wide from Jadeja, Root gets low and sweeps. Is there bat on ball? Or bat 
on ground? One very discernible spike on UltraEdge. Looked like the spike was at a time when the 
bat was in the air, which is why the third umpire has changed the decision. The difference in time 
between the bat hitting the ground and the ball passing the bat was so less that there could have been a 
slight time lag. Or it was just bat on ground and then bat on ball. But there was just one spike on Ultra 
Edge. So it was either bat on ground or on ball. Root is not happy at all. There was bat on ground too. 
A successful review from India. That's interesting. It was also so thin that Root may not have felt the 
edge.

JE Root c †Patel b Jadeja 88 (187m 144b 10x4 0x6) SR: 61.11

73.2
Mishra to Ali, no run, tossed up and drawing him forwards, beaten on the inside to hit the pad, big 
shout for lbw! Simon Fry shakes his head but India choose to review against Moeen again... Was it 
outside the line? No, this time Hawk-Eye has it hitting in line... but only clipping leg stump, so it won't 
be overturned! Closer than the last one but again the dice fall Moeen's way

93.3
Sharma to Buttler, 1 leg bye, rips in off the deck to strike him on the pads. India go for a big lbw 
appeal. Umpire Fry doesn't think it's out though. Kohli, after a long delay, goes for a review. Ball-
tracking says the impact was outside off. Rooted to the crease was Buttler as he fronted up to the 



inducker. All the symptoms of a new batsman

103.5
Yadav to Rashid, no run, appeal straightaway. Cuts Rashid in half with an indipper, pitching just back
of a length, and cramping the new batsman up. Rashid has no feet as he pushes at the ball with his 
hands. India do not go for the review. Kohli at slips asked Parthiv, who shook his head. Impact of the 
ball was on the thigh

152.3
Ashwin to Dawson, no run, big appeal as Ashwin straightens one past the inside edge, hits the front 
pad... but Erasmus shakes his head. India decide to review, after some deliberations. Nup, turning too 
far down the leg side, according to Hawk-Eye

No more reviews left for India

SECOND INNINGS 

24.1
Jadeja to Cook, no run, huge appeal for lbw first ball! Not out says Erasmus. Pitches outside off and 
spins into the left-hander and beats the inside edge as Cook defends on the front foot. Hits the pad in 
line with the stumps but the turn would have taken it past leg. India do not review.

30.4
Jadeja to Cook, no run, an appeal for caught behind, it's muted, and then Kohli asks the question again 
from slip. Decides not to review. Cook pushed forward at one that skidded straight through outside off 
and was beaten

37.3
Jadeja to Cook, 2 leg byes, right across his stumps, and a raucous appeal for lbw! Some danger that he 
had feathered a catch down the leg side too, which was dropped, but the umpire gives leg byes, so 
India review. But the ball was missing leg. On we go.

49.6
Jadeja to Root, OUT, big appeal as Root goes down on one knee to sweep, and after a long 
consultation, Kohli reviews! There's no bat involved, and it was very full ... and hitting leg stump too! 
It was the length that did for him, too full for the shot, and it gripped just enough after pitching to hold 
its line. A poor choice of shot to end Root's interest in the series, and renew India's in the match!

JE Root lbw b Jadeja 6 (47m 22b 0x4 0x6) SR: 27.27

53.5
Ashwin to Stokes, no run, sliding into the pads, India go up... No movement from the umpire and they 
choose not to review. Replays shows that was a sensible decision as Stokes got some bat on it. Possibly
missing leg, too

81.6
Ashwin to Broad, no run, floats the ball up outside off, no turn this time and Broad plays with his 
pads... Appeal for lbw and India review, looks very speculative, despite the absence of a stroke. Wasn't
the carom ball, as I thought, so it's not really coming back very far, either. Missing by a distance

IND V BANGLADESH TEST Hyderabad
First innings 



11.2
Yadav to Soumya Sarkar, OUT, whoa! This is a 142 kph jaffa, and India believe they have a caught 
behind. Go for a review. Magnificent ball first up from Umesh, pitching fullish on off stump, and 
swinging in between the bat and pad. Too quick for Sarkar's defences as he comes forward with a lazy 
drive on the up towards mid-off. UltraEdge says there's a bottom edge and Sarkar's gone. Seems like 
this review came out of the confidence of Pujara at mid-on, saying there was a nick, and Vijay as well 
at midwicket. Kohli at cover also seems to have heard something. Saha, the keeper, didn't even appeal. 
He just did the other most important thing, diving low to his right to pick up the catch.

Soumya Sarkar c †Saha b Yadav 15 (54m 31b 3x4 0x6) SR: 48.38

20.5
Kumar to Mahmudullah, no run, India review for a leg before. First we check the no-ball, it seems 
tight, but Bhuvneshwar seems to be fine. Just a sliver behind the line. Then comes a fuller delivery, 
comes in off the pitch. Mahmudullah is deceived by that late movement, his bat hitting the pad to 
interfere with his strokeplay. Hits low on the pads, but this might be going down leg. Hawk-eye says it 
is just clipping. But middle and off stumps were visible when the batsman was playing the shot. Good 
indication for umpire Wilson, justifiable decision from him as well

23.5
Jadeja to Mominul Haque, no run, there's nothing there, but India are appealing wildly for a caught 
behind. They discuss, they keep discussing, and decide not to go for the review. Beautiful delivery, 
tosses it up outside off, brings Mominul forward, makes him push at the ball, which doesn't turn as 
much as he thinks it would. Goes past the outside edge. Well, jumps, really. Loads of bounce

39.2
Ashwin to Shakib Al Hasan, no run, hits the back leg, going for an lbw call and India review. 
Gorgeous delivery to start. This is on a good length, angled into the middle and leg stump. Shakib plays
that angle, and is defeated by the turn. Ashwin says, I'm sure there is no bat, to further the review. 
Confirmation arrives. But the ball passes off stump, on height too. Excellent call from umpire Erasmus.
No more reviews for India

104.5
Kumar to Taijul Islam, no run, length delivery on leg and middle, pitched well outside leg. Kohli asks 
for the review. Pad onto bat. That's not a great review. It did not swing back in so the lbw was almost 
out of the question. HawkEye shows the ball pitched a couple of stumps outside leg

114.6
Sharma to Mushfiqur Rahim, no run, big appeal. No, says umpire Wilson. There was a noise, a 
deflection too. Kohli reviews. Another bouncer down leg, to keep Rahim off strike. Rahim pulls, or at 
least tries to. The ball kisses the arm guard after beating the glove on its way to the keeper. That is 
some decision, superb.

--2nd innings---

5.2
Ashwin to Tamim Iqbal, OUT, big big appeal. No, says umpire Joel Wilson. Was it caught? Kohli had 
taken that. Kohli reviews. Flat on off and middle, Tamin gets right forward and inside-edges the ball 
into his front pad. The ball then lobs up towards Kohli at gully, who takes the ball and appeals. The 
umpire will have to overturn his decision. Some have been turning, some haven't in this innings 
already. That one didn't. Kohli was particularly adamant that the batsman had hit that, asked Saha for 
confirmation and went for the review. Good assertive captaincy.



Tamim Iqbal c Kohli b Ashwin 3 (20m 11b 0x4 0x6) SR: 27.27

17.3
Ashwin to Soumya Sarkar, no run, the carrom ball outside off, Sarkar drives away from his body, the 
ball goes through a big gap between bat and pad. India's appeal is quickly shot down by umpire Wilson
but Kohli chooses to go for the review. Umpire Erasmus asks for the stumping too. That's not out 
either. So, all good eventually. The bat was a long way from the pad

69.4
Jadeja to Sabbir Rahman, no run, big appeal for lbw, as Jadeja pins the batsman in front of leg stump. 
Has it straightened enough? Umpire Wilson says no so Kohli goes for a review. There's no bat there. 
Now for ball-tracking, impact in line, but the ball hits only the outside half of leg stump, so the on-field
call stays.

India will have to wait for only 10 overs for their reviews to be topped up

76.6
Sharma to Kamrul Islam Rabbi, no run, huge shout for lbw as Ishant gets a full delivery to reverse 
sharply into the right-hander. Umpire Erasmus says no but Ishant is absolutely certain, demands a 
review, but India do not have any. Might be a good thing too, this delivery, though the batsman was 
trying to play all around it, with the bat face closed, hit him outside off. Oh wait, the impact is in line.
All three reds.

100.3
Ashwin to Taskin Ahmed, OUT, tosses it up, massively, and Taskin tries to flick, seems to miss the 
ball and opens himself up for an lbw appeal. Umpire Erasmus says wait, and then goes to check with 
his partner. Finally, he tags in the third umpire, and the soft signal is out. No bat there, so the catch 
should go out the window. They don't check the lbw though, not out flashes on the screen. But wait, 
Kohli has reviewed for lbw. So two reviews for the same ball. Pitched in line with leg, straightens 
enough to hit the front pad in line, and crashes into the stumps too. Three reds. India win

INDIA AUSTRALIA 1st Test Pune

FIRST INNINGS 

9.3

Ashwin to Renshaw, no run, huge appeal from Saha! India contemplate the review and Kohli opts for 
it. A flat delivery from Ashwin, Renshaw got right forward but there was a bit of spin. The ball misses 
the bat though. No spike on UltraEdge. "I've got daylight between bat and ball," says the third umpire. 
The bat grazed the pad there.

38.6

UT Yadav to Smith, no run, big big appeal! Maybe sliding down. No, says umpire Kettleborough, 
but Kohli wants it checked. Is that a good review when you're gambling or hoping? Definitely no bat. 
Full and straight from Umesh, but the ball was seaming back, some inward tail. Smith was opened up 
but the ball was sliding well down. That's not even clipping leg stump. India don't have any more 
reviews for the next 41 overs. On such a surface, a couple of bad decisions will be made, can only 
blame yourself



SECOND INNINGS 

34.6

J Yadav to MR Marsh, 1 leg bye, huge appeal for lbw, but umpire Llong says nope. Kohli thinks and 
thinks and thinks and then goes for it. Looks very hopeful from all that. This is a good length ball, 
starting outside off and turning sharply past the inside edge. Could easily be sliding down. And yes, 
that is indeed what ball-tracking confirms. On-field decision stands

36.2

J Yadav to Smith, 1 leg bye, tries to sweep but makes no connection. Jayant goes up for an lbw, but it 
this ball impacted in line, it would be spinning past leg, if it's hitting leg, it would have hit outside off. 
Shouldn't review, but Kohli does. There's no bat involved. Ball-tracking confirms it is missing the 
stumps and India have lost both their reviews by the 37th over.

55.3

Jadeja to Smith, no run, big appeal. Definitely pad first. But that was just outside the line? Flat 
and quick, on off. Smith jams the bat and pad at the same time. Actually that looked 
straight. Three reds on Hawkeye, out if reviewed.

65.2

UT Yadav to Wade, no run, another big appeal. No again. Full delivery outside off, Wade wafts 
at the ball late. Saha goes up in appeal. There was a big edge on that. India cannot belive this 
decision. Kohli is fuming, should be at himself too for how he used the reviews yesterday.

80.2

Jadeja to Lyon, 1 leg bye, a big appeal, off the pad towards fine leg. Was there bat? No bat, not by what
I could see. India choose not to review.


